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Abstract The continuous evolution of smart devices has led to serious limitations in multimedia applications. The multimedia graphic design and animation and the increased use
of rich and complex multimedia content on the web or other media have all created a need
to diversify the accessibility of the content. Therefore several techniques are used today to
design a universally accessible content. The main techniques that are still used to maintain
accessibility is to create two parallel streams of design and development of the same content. Thus, the continuous evolution will certainly lead to create other streams. For this,
the automatic reasoning on multimedia to allow a computer to modify the design according
to different variables, devices capabilities, user status and context to provide personalized
adapted content. In this paper, we propose an abstract document model called XMS short
for XML Multimedia Specification; it describes the composition of an original multimedia
document and can be extended to any document type. We present how we may use spatial information present in this document to adapt and modify the original document. We
mainly focus on the spatial aspect of a web document, a combination of RCC8, qualitative
distances, and directions are used to describe the layout of a set of objects. The level of
granularity of the definition of the objects defines the level of details that will be processed
by our PROLOG based inference system, simplified versions of algorithms from the inference system and how it works on the spatial dimension of the document are shown. In the
end samples of how spatial relations manipulation algorithms work are illustrated.
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1 Introduction
Recently and in the late technological advancements, new and emerging technologies are
seen every day on a continuous basis. In each of these advancements, the difficulty of creating new uses for these technologies becomes harder than the previous level. Mainly because
of the growing speed of creating new devices that cross the edges and limitations of the
previous ones. Multimedia devices are no exception to this, every day we get a step further
from the earlier technologies; however, the software industry improvements and evolutions
are usually slower than the hardware industry. In this wide evolutionary environment, multimedia design and publishing services struggle to create a universally accessible multimedia
(UMA: Universal multimedia access) [7, 40, 41]. Several works tackle this issue using different approaches; the main used approach is to maintain alternatives such as for mobile
devices [1, 3, 31, 36, 43].
Today, we are continually approaching the creation of new devices such as virtual reality
technologies. Not only mobile devices in these days are touched by considered an important
multimedia terminal. Web browsing still not used as part of the virtual reality industry,
this may lead shortly to the need not only to adapt web multimedia to limited devices. In
the first years when adaptation was proposed as a problem [32] only mobile devices were
considered. Shortly adaptation would be needed to adapt multimedia documents designed
for conventional computers to multimedia and web content for more advanced devices. For
this, based on device characteristics or user context automatic reasoning and adaptation of
multimedia is needed to provide customized multimedia content to users. In this paper, we
show how we can use spatial reasoning methods to adapt a given original document to a
new version according to a target output.

1.1 Multimedia document adaptation
Before we get into multimedia document adaptation, first we need to give the multimedia
document a definition.
Definition 1 According to Ellis [11] multimedia is defined as “a computer-based product that enhances the communication of information by combining two or more of the
following: text, graphic art, sound, animation, video, or interactivity”.
Another definition of multimedia documents is given by Li et al. [30].
Definition 2 The authors define the term ‘multimedia’ as “a name given to a collection
of data of multiple types, which include not only “traditional multimedia” such as images
and videos, but also emerging media such as 3D graphics (like VRML objects) and Web
animations (like Flash animations)”.
Based on the previous definitions (Definition 1, Definition 2) one can understand that
a multimedia document can contain any form of data that can be interpreted, presented by
the terminal device and perceived by the final user. Therefore, to interpret and present such
data, we will face the diversity of possible situations, where users can view or use these
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multimedia documents; from a basic two-dimensional static or dynamic output to threedimensional static or dynamic content see multi-sensorial multimedia technologies [23, 42].
These situations vary on several levels, on a hardware level, a software level, and a user level
which comprise in the context and preferences or even his incapability [10, 21, 24, 33, 35].
Executing a possible presentation involve interpreting the information within the document.
The several usage situations may interfere with the interpretation sometimes by constraining
the execution, and sometimes by the misinterpretation of the structure of the document
resulted from the misuse of the coding standards by software or hardware developers.
All these variables generate a need to create a solution for adapting such documents to
fit in all these situations. Several techniques have been proposed; they can be classified
according to [29] into these main approaches: an approach based on alternatives specification [4–6, 19]. Another based on transformation rules [9, 12, 20], and another approach
based on flexible document model [18, 37].

1.1.1 Adaptation based on alternatives specification
In the proposed approach of adaptation solutions, the authors have to specify the appropriate
alternatives in case of incompatibility of the default multimedia document with either the
terminal or the user context. This solution requires that the author knows in advance all
possible situations where and when their default document or some components cannot be
presented properly. They can specify the triggering constraints that allow the adaptation
engine to find a suitable version, or simply define the target profile properties such as the
screen size or the operating system.

1.1.2 Adaptation based on transformations rules
Instead of defining a whole alternative based on constraints or properties. In the proposed
approach, the author has to specify rules for the adaptation engine to perform a set of transformations on the default document or a part of it, just like the alternatives specification the
author has to know all the possible situations that need adaptation in advance.

1.1.3 Adaptation based on a flexible document model
Instead of forcing authors to predict all possible situations where their documents should
be executed, in solutions based on this approach, the author specifies a set of decomposed
or semi-composed objects then the adaptation engine is the responsible for composing the
final presentation based on these objects [12]. Doing this, the authors have not to know the
possible situations of execution of the presentation. Meanwhile, they have no control over
the final presentation.

1.2 Adaptation approaches factors
Previously, a glimpse view of adaptation approaches has been provided. Each of the presented techniques has a proper application, Table 1 shows some differences based on the
following five factors are summarized:
–

The first factor is about the level of abstraction of the adaptation approach, a highly
abstract one would exclude the author from the process of adaptation, this means that
the author should not care about the adapted version of his document. Instead, the developers of the approach are the one who takes full responsibility for the adaptation part;
this means that the approach is entirely automatic and the authors have no control over it.
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Table 1 Adaptation factors for used adaptation technique
Adaptation technique

Level of

Author

Level of

Level of

Author

abstraction

workload

separation

flexibility

control

Based on alternatives

0

2

0

0

2

Based on transformation rules

1

1

–

1

0

Based on flexible document model

2

0

0

2

0

Ideal approach

2

0

2

2

2

Our approach

1-2

1-2

2

1-2

1-2

–

–

–

–

The second factor is about the author workload; a good approach should minimize the
workload of the author so he would concentrate more on the content rather than the
process of adaptation. Most of the existing approaches give either full control with lots
of work to the authors; or minimize the work of the authors while giving him no control
over the adaptation process.
One of the important factors here is the level of separation. By separation, we mean
separating the original content and adaptation that might be in the description of alternatives or the layout and formatting of the content of a multimedia document, as we can
see in Table 1, the usually used approaches do not consider this. Existing approaches
are based on the content meanwhile, in this work, the adaptation parameters are either
expressed with the content explicitly in the form of rules or something else, or in other
cases are automatically extracted from within the content based on the properties of
objects or the document itself.
Another important factor is the level of flexibility which defines how much flexible
the approach can be. A flexible approach should allow maximum flexibility over time
without the intervention of the author, given a document created to be widely adaptable,
with the appearance of new technologies the author of this document according to a
flexible approach should not worry about the continuous adaptability.
An underestimated factor in multimedia document adaptation approaches is the control of the author; authors need to have a maximum control while maintaining the rest
of other factors at optimality. Usually, the adaptation approaches try to minimize the
author workload and not think about the control of the author; the approach developers
have no authority over the content of the multimedia document that has been created by
an author. Some authors might consider consenting the developers such authority while
others simply want the full control over their document, which leads them to only one
option is to create a solution based on alternatives; where this approach is the one that
puts the more workload on authors.

The next qualitative values are considered for comparison between the approaches:
–
–
–
–
–

0 = low value
1 = mediocre value
2 = high value
- = depends on the implementation.
1-2 = optional depends on the authors’ choice.

Table 1, the ideal approach is used as a benchmark; it should maximize all the factors while
minimizing the author workload. It is clear that each approach has a strength in one or two
factors. However, it may not be possible to create one ideal solution that works for every
situation while maintaining other factors at optimality. To develop such solution, a priority
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of consideration for these factors is needed. The most important factor considered in our
approach is that of the author control because he is the one who knows better the content of
his multimedia document and how it should be adapted to different situations.
The proposed approach in the table sets the goals we want to reach; to maximize the
author control over his multimedia document a flexibility on the other factors is a must.
This way allows us to maintain a balance in all the factors we proposed, the author has to
consent us to have control over his content, but if he chooses to have the full control, then
we should allow him to use our solution and yet maintain the optimality of other factors.
To allow such flexibility while maintaining the authors’ control, our approach is based on an
abstract document. This document (XMS) is used in the processing model instead of the original document; a basic version of the abstract document might be generated from the original
one. Advanced options can be defined by the author to give him the control he wishes over
the document either by using alternatives, restricting or directing transformations.

1.3 Paper organisation
Section 1 of this paper provides a glimpse view over the multimedia document adaptation,
approaches, and factors. Section 2 proposes the novel multimedia document processing
model XMS. Section 3 provides how the abstract document model XMS allows creating an
abstract spatial specification using a combination of qualitative distances, directions, and
topologies.
Section 4 explains how and abstract spatial specification can be manipulated and provides the basic algorithms. Section 5 presents the main algorithm that uses algorithms from
Section 4 to adapt a given abstract spatial specification.
Section 6 presents samples how the manipulation algorithms work on an example simple abstract web page layout, compares the work with other similar works and provide an
extensive comparison with solutions that tackle the adaptation of multimedia documents.
Finally Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 A novel multimedia document processing model
Our processing model takes as input a description of the original document we call XMS
(XML Multimedia Specification); this file written in XML contains an abstract version of
the original multimedia document. The fact that the processing model takes as input an XMS
document instead of the original document helps us to maintain some factors at optimality
(Separation, abstraction, flexibility). The components of this abstract document are the key
elements for all other factors we set as a goal (author workload, author control, abstraction,
flexibility).
In the web in general or any other multimedia delivery system, all begins with a user
requesting a document on a client device; the multimedia server then delivers the requested
document. In this processing model (see Fig. 1), the author creates or generates an abstract
version for his multimedia document. After a request, the server takes into account a set of
parameters and properties that describe the state of the requesting user device or even the
user preferences and context, and instead of processing the document directly the system
takes as an input the abstract document XMS. It allows the processing engine to decide if
an adaptation is needed, and eventually, it delivers the original document as it is or generate
a set of transformation and passes it to the transformation engine that uses the original
document and a set of transformations to produce the adapted version.
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Fig. 1 Approach architecture

XMS
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document

2.1 XMS: an abstract document model
The core of the XMS document model is based on the following definition of a multimedia
document. A multimedia document D is defined as: “D = O, S where O a set of N media
objects and S a set of M specification”. Each specification concerns one of the dimensions
of the document; which can be either spatial, temporal, hypermedia or logical dimensions
[12], to make the XMS more generic, the logical dimension is considered as a part of the
original document and is not defined explicitly in the abstract document. This also helps us
to maintain a level of abstraction to give a space for the creativity of the author.
O = {Oi |0 < i ≤ N, i and N ∈ Z} a set of N media objects Oi , an object can be
another multimedia document in complex documents such as in web or simply a basic media
element.
Definition 3 A media element is the basic element used by the author to compose his final
multimedia document, it can be a text, images, videos or any other medias.
Definition 4 An object or an abstract object in XMS to describe the composition of a multimedia document is a set of at least one basic media element; it is an indecomposable part
of the composition. An object can be defined as an essential element of a multimedia composition created by an author. Given a document D composed of N media elements, the
number of objects is M where M ≤ N .
Definition 5 Specification granularity: the number of objects in a specification by the number of basic elements defines the level of granularity of a specification, a granularity equals
to one is the most detailed specification of a multimedia composition. The granularity can
be part of the interval ]0, 1], the bigger the granularity is the more detailed the specification
we get.
S = {Sk |0 < k ≤ M, k andM ∈ Z} a set of M specification, each one is a couple of two
sets Sk = I, R where:
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<xs:element name="XMS">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="header" type="headerType"/>
<xs:element name="objects" type="objectsType"/>
<xs:element name="specifications"
type="specificationsType"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
Fig. 2 XMS main components in XSD

–
–

–

–

I = {i ∈ Z|Oi ∈ O, 0 < i ≤ N } the set of identifiers of objects concerned in the
specification, it may or may not concern all the object in O.
R = {Rl |Rl = i, j, Cn , i, j ∈ I, Cn ∈ C} is the set of binary relations between
these objects. C is a set of constraints that are specified usually using logic based on
the dimension of the specification such as (RCC8, Qualitative distances ...etc.).
Usually, the relations in R are exclusive, so if a constraint is not met, the specification
is not either. Therefore, we get another different composition rather than the original
intention of the author.
The specification of multimedia documents can be implicit in the definition of the document; in XMS, a basic specification can be generated from the original document itself.
Another possibility for this is to make the authors provide a specification explicitly in
it, or giving a separate file to generate the final specification as an XMS document.

The previous definition is for a multimedia document; meanwhile, an abstract multimedia
document does not contain the set of object. Instead, the abstract document contains only
the set of identifiers referring to the actual objects in the original document. The Fig. 3
shows an abstract UML design of an XMS document.

2.2 XMS main components
XMS is composed of three main elements, a header containing the main declarations, the
objects elements defining and referencing the objects of the composition and the specifications element that contains information about the dimensions of the document. The main
XMS elements written in XSD schema are shown in Fig. 2.

3 Abstract spatial specification using XMS
To define a spatial composition of a multimedia document or its layout, a look at the used
formalisms to describe spatial relations is needed. An abstract spatial specification needs
to define a set of qualitative composite relations using both topological, and directional
relations refined with qualitative distances [13, 17, 38].
The next elements defines three different spatial information used in XMS to define an
abstract spatial composition (Fig. 3).
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XMS

1

1

1

header

speciﬁcaons

objects
has

target

sProperty

0..1
1..*

0..1
1

+id
+source

+value

object
alt
0..*

+id
+type
+name

0..1

+id
+src

has

1

spaal

sRelaon
+id
+source
+rccRelaon
+direcon
+distance
+target

docAlt
0..*

1..*

0..*

1..*

+id
+src
0..1

0..*

tProperty

1..*

temporal

+id
+type

1

tRelaon
+id
+type
+object1
+object2

has one source

1..*

1..*

1

path
properes
M1

+value

Fig. 3 XMS abstract UML design

3.1 Qualitative topological specification
To represent topological information in XMS, the well-known RCC8 [16] are used (Fig. 4).
This paradigm covers eight basic topological relations in a two dimensional space. These
can be changed according to a conceptual neighborhood graph (Fig. 14) in order to adapt a
composition.
Each basic relation in RCC8 describes the topology between two regions A and B.
–
–

DC (is disconnected from): the two regions are disconnected the one from the other,
the region A and B does not contain one another nor the borders are in contact.
EC (is externally connected): the two regions are not included the one in the other but
the external borders of region A are in contact with those of region B.
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Fig. 4 The eight topological
relations in RCC8

A

–
–

–
–
–

–

A

A

B

B

B

DC

EC

PO

A

B

B

A

TPP

TPPi

A

B

B

A

NTPP

NTPPi

A B

EQ

P O (partially overlaps): the two regions are overlapped by one another; the region B
overlaps the region A.
T P P (tangential proper part of): A T P P B the two regions are included one in another
in this case A is included in B, and the borders of region A are in contact with the
borders of region B.
T P P i (tangential proper part of inversed): A T P P i B same as A T P P B but in this
case B is included in A, this is the equivalent of B T P P A.
N T P P (nontangential proper part of): A N T P P B, the region A is included in the
region B and the external borders are not in contact.
N T P P i (nontangential proper part of inversed): A N T P P i B, same as A N T P P B
but in this case the region B is included in the region A, this is the equivalent of: B
N T T P A.
EQ (equals): A EQ B or B EQ A, the two regions have the same position and the
same size and borders.

3.2 Qualitative directional specification
Same with the topological description of a spatial composition, in order to define an accurate
position of objects in a spatial composition we need to add information about the direction
of an object according to a reference object Fig. 5. The direction is defined by the direction
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Fig. 5 The qualitative
directional relations

N
NE

NW

E

W

SE

SW
S

of the center weight of each objects. According to the previous figure, we count nine distinct
directional relations. A directional relation between two objects A and B is described as
follows: A Relation B, the nine relations are explained in the following items:
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

None (A N ON B): no direction, same as B N ON A. In the case the center weight of
each objects are on the same position. This is a neutral zone and simply describes the
concept of here.
North (A N B): the center weight of the object A is on the north of the center weight
of object B.
North-east (A N E B): the center weight of the object A is on the north-east of the
center weight of object B.
East (A E B): the center weight of the object A is on the north-east of the center weight
of object B.
South-east (A SE B): the center weight of the object A is on the south-east of the
center weight of object B.
South (A S B): the center weight of the object A is on the south of the center weight
of the center weight of object B.
South-west (A SW B): the center weight of the object A is on the south west of the
center weight of object B.
West (A W B): the center weight of the object A is on the west of the center weight of
object B.
North-west (A N W B): the center weight of the object A is on the north west of the
center weight of object B.

3.3 Qualitative distance specification
To define the spatial composition, information about the space between two objects needs to
be considered in the description of the spatial relation in a specification. Here we describe
the qualitative distance specification of a spatial relation between two objects Fig. 6.
There are many paradigms when it comes to qualitative spatial specification, and qualitative distances are no different. The distance in this work is described as the distance from
the center weight of the two objects A and B, and not the distance between the borders of
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Fig. 6 The qualitative distance
relations

the objects. To maintain a comprehensive specification, the authors have to define a set of
intervals where the qualitative values might be, the next figure shows a set of four basic
qualitative distances.
Four different qualitative distances are used in XMS, the first is the none where no
distance is present between the two center weights of the two objects A and B, and are
on the point 0 in the next figure. There are three different intervals where the rest of the
qualitative distances can vary. The second qualitative distance is the near distance where
the center weight of the object A is on the point 0, and the center weight of the object B
vary in the interval ]0, 1]. When the center weight of the object B surpasses the point 1;
the qualitative distance then takes a medium value. In the medium qualitative distance, the
center weight of object A still at point 0 and the center weight of the object B vary in the
interval ]1, 2]. By surpassing the point 2 by the center weight of object B and till the point
3 or more, the qualitative distance is described as far. The center weight of object 1 still at
point 0 and the center weight of the object B vary in the interval ]2, 3].

3.4 A composite spatial relation between two objects
A composite spatial relation between two objects A and B is a relation composed of multiple types of spatial relations Fig. 7; it is used to enhance the information about a relative
spatial description between a reference object A and another object B. In this abstract spatial description, a combination of the three previously mentioned spatial information is used
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Fig. 7 A composite spatial
relation

B
Dir

ect

ion

A
Distance
to provide a full description of a spatial relation. Given two objects A and B, the composite
spatial relation between these two objects is defined as follows:
R={T op, Dir, Dis} where:
–
–
–

T op represents the qualitative topology according to RCC8 of the given two objects
Dir represents the qualitative direction of the center-weights of the two objects
Dis represents the qualitative distance between the center-weights of the two objects

The next figure shows a sample representation of a spatial relation between two disjoint
(according to RCC8) objects A and B.

3.5 An XML to PROLOG representation
In order to process spatial information available in an XMS document by our inference
system, a transition from XML elements to PROLOG predicates is needed. The transition
can be done while reading the XMS source file so the XML specification is translated
into predicates to be processed by PROLOG later. In the next element, we provide how
composite spatial relations are defined in our XMS document and how are they presented
in our inference system.
In XMS, the composite spatial relations are represented according to the next portion of
the XSD schema:
Where:
–
–
–
–
–

source: defines the id of the source object.
rccRelation: defines the topology of the two objects
distance: defines the qualitative distance between the center-weights of the two objects
direction: defines the qualitative direction of the center weight of the target object
according to the center weight of the source object.
target: defines the id the target object.

According to the previous schema the relation between object A and object B represented
in Fig. 8 is defined in XMS as follows:
Given the id=o1 for the object A and the id=o2 for the object B, the XML portion that
describe the composite spatial relation is shown in Fig. 9.
A composite spatial relation that is present in XMS like we mentioned previously is
translated to a PROLOG predicate according to the form presented in Fig. 10.
The previous example of the XML composite spatial relation is translated according to
the previous figure into a PROLOG predicate show in Fig. 11.
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<xs:complexType name="spatialRelation">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="source" type="xs:IDREF"/>
<xs:element name="rccRelation" type="rccRelation"/>
<xs:element name="distance" type="distanceType"/>
<xs:element name="direction" type="directionType"/>
<xs:element name="target" type="xs:IDREF"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="id" type="xs:ID"/>
</xs:complexType>
Fig. 8 A composite spatial relation XMS schema

Fig. 9 A sample composite
spatial relation in XMS

Fig. 10 The form of a composite
spatial relation in PROLOG

Fig. 11 A sample of a composite
spatial relation in PROLOG

<spatialRelation id="S1">
<source> o1 </source>
<rccRelation > DC </rccRelation >
<direction>SE</direction>
<distance>Medium</distance>
<target>o2</target>
</spatialRelation >

spatialRelation ( RelationId ,
SourceObjectID ,
RCC,
Direction,
Distance,
TargetObjectID ).

spatialRelation ( s1,
1,
dc,
se,
medium,
2

).
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4 Spatial specification manipulation
A specification should be manipulated and adapted in order to make it suitable to a certain
situation or profile; manipulations vary on several levels and according to several situations.
The most used manipulation is to reduce either the spatial dimensions or temporal dimensions of a multimedia document so it fits and can be presented in a target device or situation.
In the proposed approach, both reduction and stretching of a specification is considered in
the inference system. Here we show how to reduce a spatial specification or stretch it to fit
a certain profile.
According to the proposed spatial specification model, three main steps are used to either
reduce or stretch the specification.

4.1 Distances refining
The first step in manipulating is the distance refining by either augmenting or reducing
the distance depending on the situation. To do so, two ways browsing of the distances line
allows us to achieve the needed transformation as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 Distances manipulations

0

None
Near zone

Medium zone

2

Far zone

3

Reducing

Stretching

1
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Table 2 Distances manipulation
predicates

Type

Predicate

Stretching

refineDistance(stretch,none,near).

Stretching

refineDistance(stretch,near,medium).

Stretching

refineDistance(stretch,medium,far).

Stop

refineDistance(stretch,far,far).

Reducing

refineDistance(reduce,far,medium).

Reducing

refineDistance(reduce,medium,near).

Reducing

refineDistance(reduce,near,none).

Stop

refineDistance(reduce,none,none).

According to Fig. 12, we can count four main manipulations of distances in each way.
These manipulations are represented in PROLOG predicates in Table 2. Manipulations of
type ‘stop’ define the end of either reducing or stretching a distance of a spatial relation thus,
when we need to manipulate a distance we may add to it in order to either enlarge or reduce
the size of a composition. Two possible cases arise when we face a composition where the
profile defines a device that is either too large for displaying the composition or too small.
Stretching distances where permissible (In some other cases the author may choose to
restrict certain distances from being stretched or reduced) helps us to achieve a consistent
composition where the final display is too large for the original composition. On the other
hand, reducing distances helps us to achieve a consistent composition where the final display
is too small for the original composition.
In the case where after all the initial distances are reduced to a minimum ‘none’ or
stretched to a maximum ‘far’, if the resulted specification does not match the profile then
the adaptation of the spatial specification takes the next step.
Algorithm 1 is a simplified form of the spatial distances refining algorithm.It is based on
the next basic steps:
–

–
–

–
–
–

It starts by verifying the first spatial relation in the specification where the distance can
be refined. This can be done by verifying if the result of refining the distance in the
spatial relation is the same and no further change can be done. The first most spatial
relation that can be refined is then taken as r.
r is then refined into a new spatial relation r  .
Another part of the algorithm verifies if there are any affected distances in the specification and create a new spatial specification s  , it contains all non-refined relations and
the refined ones, also all affected relations.
Check if the new specification s  does in fact match the profile and delivers the
specification and exit.
In case the new specification does not match the profile, the algorithm then checks if
all the relations in s  are refined to maximum and exit.
If at least on spatial relation in s  can be refined the specification s  is then refined to a
new one.
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Algorithm 1 Distance refining
Input: profile , document , spatial specification , adaptation direction
Output: adapted specification
1:
0
2:
number of relations in
3: while refineDistance
do
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

end while
refineDistance

generate the affected distances

update all affected distances in
if match(
) then
exit
else
0
while refineDistance

do

end while
if
all distances are refined to maximum then
exit
else
refineDistances
end if
end if

4.2 Directions rotation
If after refining all the distances to a maximum, the spatial specification still does not match
the profile. The next step of the manipulation consists of rotating the different directions;
either the width or the length of the specification is affected. The rotation of a directional
relation is done according to either a clockwise direction or a counter-clockwise direction
as shown in the Fig. 13.
Different possibilities when it comes to spatial directions, the final possible rotation of a
given relation depends on the first state of the direction. We count from north to north a full
rotation meanwhile; the adaptation requires only basic steps of rotation. According to the
previous figure we count nine different basic possible rotation steps in each way (clockwise,
or counter-clockwise) including the return step (the step that takes us back to the initial
direction) and the non-rotation step where the initial objects have the same center weight.
The basic rotation steps are represented PROLOG predicates in Tables 3 and 4 starting
from the east direction. Table 3 for clockwise rotation and Table 4 for clockwise rotation.The
type stop defines the end of either clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation of the direction
of a spatial relation.
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Algorithm 2 Directions rotation
Input: profile , document , spatial specification , adaptation direction
Output: adapted specification
1:
0
2:
number of relations in
3: while rotateDirection(
do
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

end while

rotateDirection(

)

update all affected directions in
if match(
) then
exit
else
0
while rotateDirection(

do

end while
if
all direction are rotated to maximum then
exit
else
rotateDirections(
)
end if
end if

Algorithm 2 is just like Algorithm 1 a simplified form of the spatial direction rotation
algorithm.It is based on the next basic steps:
–

It starts by verifying the first spatial relation in the specification where the direction
can be rotated. this can be done by verifying if the result of rotation of the distance in

Fig. 13 directional relations
manipulations
N
NE

NW

SE

SW
S

CW

CCW

E

W
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Table 3 Clockwise directions
manipulation predicates

–
–

–
–
–

Type

Predicate

Clockwise

rotateDirection(cw,e,se).

Clockwise

rotateDirection(cw,se,s).

Clockwise

rotateDirection(cw,s,sw).

Clockwise

rotateDirection(cw,sw,w).

Clockwise

rotateDirection(cw,w,nw).

Clockwise

rotateDirection(cw,nw,n).

Clockwise

rotateDirection(cw,n,ne).

Clockwise

rotateDirection(cw,ne,e).

Stop

rotateDirection(cw,none,none).

a spatial relation is the same and no further change can be done. The cases where no
further change can be done are the predicate having the type “STOP” in Tables 3 and 4.
The first most spatial relation that can be rotated is then taken as r.
r is then rotated into a new spatial relation r  .
Another part of the algorithm verifies if there are any affected directions in the specification and create a new spatial specification s  , it contains all non-rotated relations and
the rotated ones, also all affected relations.
Check if the new specification s  does in fact match the profile, deliver the specification
and exit.
In case the new specification does not match the profile, the algorithm then checks if
all the relations in s  are rotated to maximum and exit.
If at least on spatial relation in s  can be rotated the specification s  is then refined to a
new one.

4.3 Topological refining
In a final try to adapt the spatial specification and if all the initial directions are rotated to an
end direction and the resulted specification does not match the profile the inference system
takes the specification to a final step. It consists of adapting the topology of the spatial
specification according a neighborhood graph [12]

Table 4 Counter-clockwise
directions manipulation
predicates

Type

Predicate

stop

rotateDirection(ccw,none,none).

Counter-clockwise

rotateDirection(ccw,e,ne).

Counter-clockwise

rotateDirection(ccw,ne,n).

Counter-clockwise

rotateDirection(ccw,n,nw).

Counter-clockwise

rotateDirection(ccw,nw,w).

Counter-clockwise

rotateDirection(ccw,w,sw).

Counter-clockwise

rotateDirection(ccw,sw,s).

Counter-clockwise

rotateDirection(ccw,s,se).

Counter-clockwise

rotateDirection(ccw,se,e).
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Table 5 Topological reducing predicates
Type

Predicate

Reduce

refineTopology(dc,ec, ,reduce).

Reduce

refineTopology(ec,po, ,reduce).

Reduce

refineTopology(po,tpp,S,reduce):- spatialRelation(S,O1,po, , ,O2),
spatialProperty( ,O1,[MinH1,MinW1], ),
spatialProperty( ,O2,[MinH2,MinW2], ),
MinH1<MinH2,MinW1<MinW2.

Reduce

refineTopology(po,tppi,S,reduce):- spatialRelation(S,O1,po, , ,O2),
spatialProperty( ,O1,[MinH1,MinW1], ),
spatialProperty( ,O2,[MinH2,MinW2], ), MinH1>MinH2,MinW1>MinW2.

Reduce

refineTopology(po,eq,S,reduce):spatialRelation(S,O1,po, , ,O2),
spatialProperty( ,O1,[MinH1,MinW1], ),
spatialProperty( ,O2,[MinH2,MinW2], ),
MinH1=MinH2,MinW1=MinW2.

Just like the distances line, the direction of browsing the neighborhood graph defines
either stretching or reducing the space occupied by the two objects. The PROLOG representation of the RCC8 neighborhood graph requires complex clauses in order to define the
conditions for the transition between each two nodes; it depends on the size of the source
object compared to the target object in the following cases:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Reducing from DC to EC and from EC to PO
Reducing from PO to either: TPP, EQ or TPPi depending on the two objects of a spatial
relation
Stretching from NTPP to TPP
Stretching from EQ to PO
Stretching from NTPPi to TPPi
Stretching from either TPP or TPPi to PO
Stretching from PO to EC and from EC to DC

Table 5 shows predicates for topological reduction of a spatial relation, there are five
different possible reductions explained as follows:
–
–
–
–
–

From DC to EC without further conditions
From EC to PO without further conditions
From PO to TPP in the case of O1 occupies lesser space than O2
From PO to TPPi in the case of O2 occupies lesser space than O1
From PO to EQ in the case of O1 occupies the same space as O2

Table 6 shows the predicates where further reducing of the space occupied by two objects
using topology refining, the following cases are the equivalent of the predicates:
–
–

The topology is PO (partially overlapped) and neither object A nor object B is bigger
than the other.
The topology is either: TPP, TPPi, EQ, NTPP, NTPPi.
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Table 6 Topological stopping
for when reducing predicates

Type

Predicate

Stop

refineTopology(po,po,S,reduce):spatialRelation(S,O1,po, , ,O2),
spatialProperty( ,O1,[MinH1,MinW1], ),
spatialProperty( ,O2,[MinH2,MinW2], ),
((MinH1<MinH2,MinW1>MinW2);
(MinH1>MinH2,MinW1<MinW2)).

Stop

refineTopology(tpp,tpp, ,reduce).

Stop

refineTopology(tppi,tppi, ,reduce).

Stop

refineTopology(eq,eq, ,reduce).

Stop

refineTopology(ntpp,ntpp, ,reduce).

Stop

refineTopology(ntppi,ntppi, ,reduce).

Stretching according to the neighborhoud graph (Fig. 14) is simpler than reducing.
Table 7 shows the following stretching predicates:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

From NTPP to TPP
From NTPPi to TPPi
From EQ to PO
From TPP to PO
From TPPi to PO
From PO to EC
From EC to DC

Table 7 also shows where no further stretching can be performed according to topology
refining, when stretching the DC topology (disjoint) can no longer be stretched by changing
the topology.
The Algorithm 3 is a simplified form of the spatial topology refining algorithm.
Algorithm 3 is just like Algorithms 1 and 2 a simplified form of the spatial topology
refining algorithm.It is based on the next basic steps:
–

It starts by verifying the first spatial relation in the specification where the topology
can be refined. This can be done by verifying if the result of refining of the topology
in a spatial relation is a stop and no further reduction or stretching can be done. The
cases where no further change can be done are the predicate having the type “STOP” in

Table 7 Topological stretching
predicates

Type

Predicate

Stretch

refineTopology(ntpp,tpp, ,stretch).

Stretch

refineTopology(ntppi,tppi, ,stretch).

Stretch

refineTopology(eq,po, ,stretch).

Stretch

refineTopology(tpp,po, ,stretch).

Stretch

refineTopology(tppi,po, ,stretch).

Stretch

refineTopology(po,ec, ,stretch).

Stretch

refineTopology(ec,dc, ,stretch).

Stop

refineTopology(dc,dc, ,stretch).
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–
–

–
–
–

Tables 6 and 7. The first most spatial relation that can be topologically refined is then
taken as r.
r is then topologically refined into a new spatial relation r  .
Another part of the algorithm verifies if there are any affected topologies in the specification and create a new spatial specification s  which contains all non-refined relations
and the refined ones, also all affected relations.
Check if the new specification s  does in fact match the profile, deliver the specification
and exit.
In case the new specification does not match the profile, the algorithm then checks if
all the relations in s  are refined to maximum and exit.
If at least on spatial relation in s  can be further refined the specification s  is then
refined to a new one.

Algorithm 3 Topology refining
Input: profile , document , spatial specification , adaptation direction
Output: adapted specification
1:
0
2:
number of relations in
3: while refineTopology(
do
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

end while
refineTopology(

)

generate the affected topology

update all affected topologies in
if match(
) then
exit
else
0
while refineTopology(

do

end while
if
all topologies are refined to maximum then
exit
else
refineTopologies(
)
end if
end if

The Fig. 14 represents a modified RCC8 neighborhood graph used to refine the topology
of a spatial specification. The dashed ends of the edges in the Fig. 14 are modified in the
original neighborhoud graph [12], they mean we can not go in that direction. The cases
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Fig. 14 Modified RCC8
neighborhoud graph

DC

Stretch

Reduce

EC

PO

TPP

TPPi

EQ

NTPP

NTPPi

where topological adaptation can do nothing are explained previously in the ‘STOP’ types
of predicates.

5 Spatial adaptation algorithms
Previously, some basic manipulations over a spatial specification is discussed in Algorithms
1, 2 and 3, the main Algorithm 4 is an assembly of the previous algorithms.
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Algorithm 4 Main adaptation algorithm
Input: profile , document , spatial specification , adaptation direction
Output: adapted specification
1: if match(
) then
2:
exit
3: else
4:
refineDistances(
)
5:
if match(
) then
6:
exit
7:
else
8:
rotateDirections(
0)
9:
if match(
) then
10:
exit
11:
else
12:
refineTopologies(
)
13:
if match(
) then
14:
exit
15:
end if
16:
end if
17:
end if
18: end if
19: delivers the most refined version or take further actions and exit
The algorithm passes the initial spatial specification on a three-stage refining on the
spatial dimension, these stages are based on Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 for spatial manipulation.
Algorithm 4 is a simplified version of the adaptation algorithm. The algorithm consists of
these main stages:
–

–

The first stage consist of verifying if the spatial specification is already conform to
the profile and exits the algorithm in that case. Otherwise, the algorithm passes to the
second stage.
In the second stage the algorithm refines the distances in the spatial specification in
order either to reduce or stretch the space occupied by the final percept.

Definition 6 A percept according to the Oxford dictionary is a mental concept that is developed as a consequence of the process of perception. In our abstract document, a percept is
the final composition of a set of media elements in space and time; this composition is the
one that the final user is going to perceive. The original document specification is the target percept, which the author intends originally to deliver to the final user. After applying
the adaptation algorithm, the result might or might not achieve a consistent composition
in space and time that fits the constraints of the final user. This leads to create something
in between that neither give the specification as defined by the author nor respect all the
constraints of the user and delivers a consistent composition that is called a percept.
–
–

In case after refining distances the resulted specification s  matches the profile, s  is
simply delivered. Otherwise the algorithm takes thee adaptation to the next level.
If refining the distances would not produce a fairly matched specification, the specification s  resulted from previous step is passed through the directions rotation.
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profile(profileName).
device(profileName,screenID,memoryID,batteryID).
screen(screenID,physicalSizeInches,widthPixel,
heightPixel,pixelDensity).
battery(batteryID,batteryPercentage).
memory(memoryID,availableMemory).
Fig. 15 A simple profile PROLOG predicates

–
–
–

In case after rotating the directions the resulted specification s  matches the profile, s 
is then delivered. Otherwise the algorithms passes to the final try to adapt s  .
The final stage consists of adapting the topology of the spatial specification s  resulted
in the previous stage.
If the resulted specification of topology adaptation s  does not match the profile, either
the final spatial specification s  is delivered or according to the final user consent from
the profile the original specification is delivered instead.

Advanced mechanisms might be used after all the tries of adapting of the spatial specification. Some mechanisms to refine a specification further including and not limited to:
temporal decomposition, hypermedia decomposition as if the specification is split into two
or more slides where every slide matches the spatial requirements [31].

5.1 A simple profile for adaptation
In order to adapt a multimedia document a reasoning about the document and the situation
in which the document will be used is required. To do so, a profile must be used to get
information about the device, location and some user preferences [10, 21, 33, 35]. In this
work, we used a simple profile that is translated from XML to PROLOG. The profile to
be used in the inference system defines the screen, battery, and memory information of
the target device so the system can decide what transformations and manipulations can be
done on the specification in order to match the profile. Further information are required in
a real life scenario, several works have tried to define a profile like the well known CC/PP
standard [33], others based on this standard or tried to suppress its limitations
The next set of predicates defines a simple profile (Fig. 15):
A sample smart-phone profile should look like (Fig. 16):

Fig. 16 A simple smart-phone
profile PROLOG predicates

profile(smartPhone).
device(smartPhone,s1,m1,b1).
screen(s1,4.8,360,640,2).
battery(b1,20).
memory(m1,60).
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6 Preliminary results and discussion
In order to make the goal of developing further XMS and the algorithms present in this paper
clear, a simple example is used in this section to showcase the manipulation algorithms one
by one.
In Fig. 17 a sample abstract layout of a web page is shown, this layout can be extended to
a different layout with more details and therefore giving its specification a higher granularity
(see Definition 5). To keep the example simple for understanding we chose only to keep the
outer layout, the following elements presents examples of applying the algorithms on the
layout.

6.1 The XMS specification
In our approach the author starts by writing a specification of the original document using
XMS, a sample specification corresponding to the simple page layout shown in Fig. 17 is
composed of three main main elements:
–
–
–

The XMS header containing general information about the document and possible
alternatives.
The objects declaration containing references and details about objects in the original
document.
The specification part containing both spatial properties and relations.

The header of the XMS specification of the simple page layout is shown in Fig. 18. The
header in this case contains only the target original document.

Fig. 17 A simple web page layout
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Fig. 18 XMS specification
header

<header target="sample_web_page.xhtml">
</header>

The object declaration part of the specification is shown in Fig. 19. The object declaration
references objects in the original document, in this case using HTML identifiers #id. The
type attribute defines whether the object being defined is a simple object or a media group. A
media group type means the object is a complex object that may contain other components
such as multiple HTML elements embedded in a DIV element.
A sample of the spatial specification is show in Fig. 20 both the spatial properties and
the spatial relations are shown, eight spatial properties are used to describe the objects of

<objects>
<object id="o1" type="mediaGroup" name="body">
<path value="#o1"/>
</object>
<object id="o2" type="mediaGroup" name="logo">
<path value="#o2"/>
</object>
<object id="o3" type="mediaGroup" name="menuItem1">
<path value="#o3"/>
</object>
<object id="o4" type="mediaGroup" name="menuItem2">
<path value="#o4"/>
</object>
<object id="o5" type="mediaGroup" name="sideBar">
<path value="#o5"/>
</object>
<object id="o6" type="mediaGroup" name="mainContext">
<path value="#o6"/>
</object>
<object id="o7" type="mediaGroup" name="zone1">
<path value="#o7"/>
</object>
<object id="o8" type="mediaGroup" name="zone2">
<path value="#o8"/>
</object>
<object id="o9" type="mediaGroup" name="pageFooter">
<path value="#o9"/>
</object>
</objects>

Fig. 19 XMS specification object declaration
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<sProperty id="sp1" source="o2">
<fixSize>
<height>40</height>
<width>200</width>
</fixSize>
</sProperty>
|
|
|
<sProperty id="sp8" source="o9">
<fixSize>
<height>70</height>
<width>1110</width>
</fixSize>
</sProperty>
<specifications>
<spatial>
<!-- Properties from sp1 to sp8 -->
<!-- Relation from s1 to s21 -->
</spatial>
</specifications>

<spatialRelation id="s2">
<source>o3</source>
<rccRelation>EC</rccRelation>
<direction>E</direction>
<distance>none</distance>
<target>o4</target>
</spatialRelation>
|
|
|
<spatialRelation id="s21">
<source>o9</source>
<rccRelation>NTPP</rccRelation>
<direction>SE</direction>
<distance>near</distance>
<target>o1</target>
</spatialRelation>

Fig. 20 XMS spatial specification sample

the specification other than the reference object o1 which is the main body of the sample
web page. The body is as flexible as the whole composition, it is used to better describe
positions of different elements.
For the spatial relations, we have found that twenty one spatial relation can describe
fairly the sample web page. Not all properties and relations are shown in the figure for ease
of understanding.
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Fig. 21 XMS main PROLOG
predicate

document(
document1,
d1,
original
).
6.2 Prolog representation
In order to process the XMS specification, a minimal version of the specification is used
as a set of PROLOG predicates (facts). Just like XMS specification, same main elements
exists in PROLOG predicates as follows:
–
–

The XMS main predicate containing general information about the document, possible
alternatives are defined in other predicates.
The objects declaration containing references and other details are represented in a set
of predicates.

documentSpecification(
d1,
[o1,o2,o3,o4,o5,o6,o7,o8,o9],
[
[s1,s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,s7,s8,s9,s10,s11,
s12,s13,s14,s15,s16,s17,s18,s19,s20,s21],
[sp1,sp2,sp3,sp4,sp5,sp6,sp7,sp8]
]

(a)

).

(c)

sProperty(sp1,o2,[40,200],[40,200]).
sProperty(sp2,o3,[20,200],[20,200]).
sProperty(sp3,o4,[20,200],[20,200]).
sProperty(sp4,o5,[520,200],[520,200]).
sProperty(sp5,o6,[320,1110],[320,1110]).
sProperty(sp6,o7,[180,300],[180,300]).
sProperty(sp7,o8,[180,300],[180,300]).
sProperty(sp8,o9,[70,1110],[70,1110]).

Fig. 22 XMS PROLOG specification

(b)

object(o1,body).
object(o2,logo).
object(o3,menuItem1).
object(o4,menuItem2).
object(o5,sideBar).
object(o6,mainContext).
object(o7,zone1).
object(o8,zone2).
object(o9,pageFooter).

(d)

spatialRelation(s1,o2,dc,e,far,o3).
spatialRelation(s2,o3,ec,e,none,o4).
spatialRelation(s3,o2,dc,s,near,o5).
|
|
|
spatialRelation(s19,o7,ntpp,e,far,o1).
spatialRelation(s20,o8,ntpp,e,medium,o1).
spatialRelation(s21,o9,ntpp,se,near,o1).
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Fig. 23 Original spatial relations
before any manipulations

–

spatialRelation(s1, o2, dc, e, far, o3).
spatialRelation(s2, o3, ec, e, none, o4).
spatialRelation(s3, o2, dc, s, near, o5).
spatialRelation(s4, o3, dc, s, near, o6).
spatialRelation(s5, o4, dc, s, near, o6).
spatialRelation(s6, o5, dc, e, near, o6).
spatialRelation(s7, o6, po, s, near, o7).
spatialRelation(s8, o6, po, s, near, o8).
spatialRelation(s9, o7, dc, e, near, o8).
spatialRelation(s10, o5, dc, e, medium, o7).
spatialRelation(s11, o5, dc, e, near, o9).
spatialRelation(s12, o7, dc, s, near, o9).
spatialRelation(s13, o8, dc, s, near, o9).
spatialRelation(s14, o2, ntpp, nw, near, o1).
spatialRelation(s15, o3, ntpp, n, near, o1).
spatialRelation(s16, o4, ntpp, ne, near, o1).
spatialRelation(s17, o5, ntpp, sw, near, o1).
spatialRelation(s18, o6, ntpp, e, near, o1).
spatialRelation(s19, o7, ntpp, e, far, o1).
spatialRelation(s20, o8, ntpp, e, medium, o1).
spatialRelation(s21, o9, ntpp, se, near, o1).

The specification part containing both spatial properties and relations is represented
using a set of predicates.

The main predicate describing the document is shown in Fig. 21, the third term ‘original’
is used to describe the specification version. In case alternatives are given to the entire
document, such as a different specification for a different profile is given this term is named
accordingly.
The entire XMS specification in PROLOG predicates is shown in Fig. 22, except the
spatial relations were simplified for ease of presentation in part (d) of the figure. Part (a)
shows the main predicate where the entire specification is defined, part (b) shows the definition of the set of predicates which defines objects of XMS specification. Part (c) shows
the spatial properties according to the XMS specification for each of the objects, except the
reference object which is the ‘body’ object.

6.3 Sample results
In this part we show some sample results using a unique iteration of each manipulation
Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 presented in this paper. Figure 23 shows the original relations before
any manipulations.

?- time(perceptDistancesRefine(reduce,d1,smartPhone,X)).
% 220 inferences, 0.000 CPU in 0.002 seconds (?% CPU, Infinite Lips)
X = d1refined.

Fig. 24 Distance refining predicate call in PROLOG
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Fig. 25 Spatial relations after
distance refining call

spatialRelation(s1refined, o2, dc, e, medium, o3).
spatialRelation(s2refined, o3, ec, e, none, o4).
spatialRelation(s3refined, o2, dc, s, none, o5).
spatialRelation(s4refined, o3, dc, s, none, o6).
spatialRelation(s5refined, o4, dc, s, none, o6).
spatialRelation(s6refined, o5, dc, e, none, o6).
spatialRelation(s7refined, o6, po, s, none, o7).
spatialRelation(s8refined, o6, po, s, none, o8).
spatialRelation(s9refined, o7, dc, e, none, o8).
spatialRelation(s10refined, o5, dc, e, near, o7).
spatialRelation(s11refined, o5, dc, e, none, o9).
spatialRelation(s12refined, o7, dc, s, none, o9).
spatialRelation(s13refined, o8, dc, s, none, o9).
spatialRelation(s14refined, o2, ntpp, nw, none, o1).
spatialRelation(s15refined, o3, ntpp, n, none, o1).
spatialRelation(s16refined, o4, ntpp, ne, none, o1).
spatialRelation(s17refined, o5, ntpp, sw, none, o1).
spatialRelation(s18refined, o6, ntpp, e, none, o1).
spatialRelation(s19refined, o7, ntpp, e, medium, o1).
spatialRelation(s20refined, o8, ntpp, e, near, o1).
spatialRelation(s21refined, o9, ntpp, se, none, o1).

Figure 24 shows a sample query of the distance refining Algorithm 1. The resulted new
document specification d1ref ined contains the set of new refined relations, we concatenated the original document ID with the term ‘refined’ to differentiate the original and the
refined specification. Figure 25 shows the set of new relations in the refined specification,
the profile ‘smartPhone’ used in the query is presented in the knowledge base and can refer
to the sample profile presented in Fig. 16.
Figure 26 shows a sample query of the direction rotation Algorithm 2. The resulted
new document specification “d1rotated” contains the set of new rotated and affected relations, we concatenated the original document ID with the term ‘rotated’ to differentiate the
original and the rotated specification. Figure 27 shows the set of new relations in the new
specification. Not all relations are shown, only the rotated and the affected relations are
asserted in the system for better optimisation. In the query of the rotation algorithm predicate we used the original document specification, usually the rotation predicate is used after
calling the distance refining algorithm predicate.
Figure 28 shows a sample query of the topology refining Algorithm 2. The resulted new
document specification d1toporef ine contains the set of new refined relations, we concatenated the original document ID with the term ‘toporefine’ to differentiate the original
and the refined specification. Figure 29 shows the set of new relations in the new specification. Not all relations are shown, only the refined relations are asserted in the system for
better optimisation. Before calling the topology refining algorithm predicate we used the

?- time(perceptDirectionsRotation(cw,d1,smartPhone,X)).
% 409 inferences, 0.000 CPU in 0.000 seconds (?% CPU, Inﬁnite Lips)
X = d1rotated .

Fig. 26 Direction rotation predicate call in PROLOG
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Fig. 27 Spatial relations rotated
or affected after direction
rotation call

spatialRelation(s1rotated, o2, dc, se, far, o3).
spatialRelation(s2affected, o2, ec, e, none, o4).

original document specification, usually the topology refining predicate is used after calling
the direction rotation predicate.

6.4 XMS in comparison with existing solutions
The most closely similar work is that of Euzenat et al. [12] the authors take a similar
approach by designing a new intermediate document called MADEUS. They use this document as a canal between a high-level XML-based multimedia document (source document)
and a low-level rendering format. Unlike XMS, MADEUS does not only describe the original document. Instead, it is a whole transition that contains both content and specification.
The main inconvenience to this is the level of separation. By using MADEUS, there will be
no separation between the content and the adaptation. Meanwhile, XMS takes the original
document out of the equation. Also, the fact that MADEUS is not based on the higher level
standardized multimedia XML-based document do not allow it to go further and become a
generalized solution for multimedia adaptation in general.
Another closely similar work is that of He et al. [20] where authors proposed a flexible
content adaptation system using a rule-based approach called XADAPTOR. They developed
novel adaptation techniques for structure object HTML table, the proposed adaptation system is based on the reorganization of table cells to adapt a content of an HTML document.
This technique is more focused on only a specific part of HTML instead of a generalized
solution for content adaptation. The authors claim the solution is extensible by adding rules
in the PROLOG based inference system. However unlike XMS, the separation between the
content and adaptation is not addressed, thus limiting the applications of the techniques
proposed by the authors.
The next Table 8 provide a comparison between XMS, MADEUS and XADAPTOR
according to adaptation approaches factors discussed in Section 1.
An extensive comparison between XMS and other existing solutions that tackle the problem of adaptation is presented in Table 9, the compared solutions include the previously
closely similar solutions to XMS (MADEUS, XADAPTOR) (see Table 8).
In the comparison table we used the following criteria and questions that an adaptation
solution might address:
–

Adaptation of object: this is a primary criteria in developing a solution for adaptation,
the authors of the solution choose whether adapting single media elements is of concern
for the solution under development or not.

?- time(perceptTopologyRefine(reduce,d1,smartPhone,X)).
% 166 inferences, 0.000 CPU in 0.000 seconds (?% CPU, Inﬁnite Lips)
X = d1toporeﬁne .

Fig. 28 Topology refining predicate call in PROLOG
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Fig. 29 Spatial relations refined
after topology refining call

–

–

–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–

spatialRelation(s1topo, o2, ec, e, far, o3).
spatialRelation(s2topo, o3, po, e, none, o4).
spatialRelation(s3topo, o2, ec, s, near, o5).
spatialRelation(s4topo, o3, ec, s, near, o6).
spatialRelation(s5topo, o4, ec, s, near, o6).
spatialRelation(s6topo, o5, ec, e, near, o6).
spatialRelation(s7topo, o6, tppi, s, near, o7).
spatialRelation(s8topo, o6, tppi, s, near, o8).
spatialRelation(s9topo, o7, ec, e, near, o8).
spatialRelation(s10topo, o5, ec, e, medium, o7).
spatialRelation(s11topo, o5, ec, e, near, o9).
spatialRelation(s12topo, o7, ec, s, near, o9).
spatialRelation(s13topo, o8, ec, s, near, o9).

Adaptation of composition: same as adapting objects, the authors of an adaptation solution should choose if the solution require adapting the whole multimedia composition
or simply media elements.
Alternative specification: this criteria defines if the solution proposes a way to define
some kind of alternatives whether to a particular object within the composition, or for
the entire document. The ‘author’, ‘user’ values defines the case where the alternatives
are defined by the author or the user.
Spatial specification: this defines if the solution propose a way to specify the spatial
dimension of the document.
Temporal specification: this defines if the solution propose a way to specify the
temporal dimension of the document.
Hypermedia specification: this defines if the solution propose a way to specify the
hypermedia dimension of the document.
Separation: this criteria defines where applicable, if there is a separation between the
content and the specification.
Transformation rules: defines whether the solution proposes a way to define or has
predefined rules for transforming either objects or the whole composition.
Flexible document: defines if the solution is based on a flexible document model, in the
case of XMS ‘author’ means its up to the author to decide the level of flexibility of the
specification.
Replacement: defines whether the solution is based on a document that replaces the
original one.
For existing document: defines if the solution is used on existing documents, or is based
on a specific new document defined as a part of the solution.

Table 8 Comparison between
XMS, MADEUS and
XADAPTOR

Factor

XMS

MADEUS

XADAPTOR

Abstraction

1-2

0

0

Workload

1-2

2

1

Separation

2

0

0

Flexibility

1-2

1

1

Author control

1-2

0

0

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Author No

Separation

Transformation rules

Flexible document

Author Pre-defined

Author Pre-defined

Level of specification

Level of flexibility

Yes

No

No

Yes

Replacement

For existing documents

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Temporal specification

Hypermedia specification

No

Yes

Pre-defined

Pre-defined

Yes

Yes

N/A

No

No

No

Author No

Yes

Alternative specification

Spatial specification

Pre-defined

Pre-defined

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

User

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

N/A

No

No

No

Yes

No

Pre-defined Pre-defined

Pre-defined Pre-defined

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

N/A

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

AHA [9]

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Pre-defined Pre-defined Pre-defined

Pre-defined

Pre-defined

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Cuypers [18] MM4U [37]

Pre-defined Pre-defined Pre-defined

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Adaptation of composition Yes

Adaptation of object

MPEG 21 [6] SMIL [4]

MADEUS [12] XADAPTOR [20] WebViews [15] AHM [19]

XMS

Solution

Table 9 Comparison between XMS and other similar solutions
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–
–

Level of specification: the level of details included in the specification, XMS leaves this
to the sole decision of the author of the document and the specification.
Level of flexibility: the level of which the solution provide flexibility in the adaptation,
in all the solutions the level is predefined except XMS where the flexibility is up to the
author of the document.

7 Conclusion
The aim of our work was to propose a generic approach for profile based multimedia document adaptation. It uses inference systems to modify a multimedia specification according
to a given profile, we ended up by proposing a novel abstract document processing model.
It is based on an abstract document called XMS that describes and accompany an original
multimedia document, XMS is a replacement in the processing model to the original document and allows to generate a new adapted version using a set of manipulations to modify
its spatial dimension.
We focused on the spatial dimension of a specification, a combination of spatial qualitative information were used to describe the spatial composition of the original multimedia
document. Qualitative topologies, directions and distances were combined into a composite
spatial relation to describe the relation between each two objects of a specification.
The key contributions of the approach based on XMS can be summed up as follows:
–

–

–

–

–

The use of XMS as an abstract replacement of the original document in the processing model allowed us to achieve the goals set in the introduction, this also helped to
maintain the separation between the original document and the adaptation system.
The combination of multiple spatial qualitative information allows an accurate definition of the spatial layout; the proposed reasoning helps not only reduce the space
occupied by the spatial specification but also extend it (or stretch) to fit a bigger output
or simply a bigger percept.
Three basic algorithms for manipulating distances, directions and topologies were proposed. The algorithms implemented in PROLOG forms a basis for the main algorithm
of the adaptation, further work is needed and investigation about all the possibilities
of possible manipulations that help achieve the goal by balancing limitations, authors
intentions, and user preferences.
The main algorithm assembles the basic algorithms, process, and test if the resulted
specification matches a profile. In some cases, only basic distances refining may adapt
the specification if the profile is for a situation not so much different than the original
intended execution situation.
The combined qualitative spatial information and the manipulation algorithms proposed
in this paper may have a broader applicability in other fields other than multimedia.
Such fields may include and not limited to the following:
–
–
–

Visual tracking problems, further readings in [25–27].
Geography and geophysics problems, further readins in [14, 22, 34].
Pattern recognition problems, further readings in [8, 28, 39].

The reasoning in its current version does not exploit all the advantages provided in XMS,
given that XMS also proposes ways to define limitations over the adaptation such as
restrictions, alternatives, and also rule based alternatives.
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Another limitation of the current version is it only processes the spatial dimension of the
specification, a future work including temporal and even hypermedia dimensions is under
study. A similar approach to spatial reasoning can be used on the temporal dimension using
ALLEN interval logic rules [2, 12, 16].
A challenge would be to provide a full framework for multimedia document adaptation,
using both spatio-temporal and hypermedia reasoning combined adaptation based on the
specification given by the author using XMS. Giving the author the full control on his document while allowing much of the flexibility while processing the specification through
XMS.
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